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UK Commercial Property Funds 
 

One of the main headlines in financial markets following the EU referendum has 
revolved around UK commercial property funds and the various steps fund  
managers have taken to ensure values are protected and that investors in the 
fund are treated fairly. 
 
In this newsletter, we are going to take the opportunity to explain how commercial 
property funds work and why we invest a percentage of clients’ portfolios into 
commercial property funds. We will also explain what has been happening with 
UK commercial property funds since the EU referendum. 
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Why invest in commercial property 
 
Buying a house not only puts a roof over our 
heads and provides financial security over the 
long-term, it can also be a good way to invest our 
money. 
 
However, the financial crisis of 2007/8 saw many 
residential property investors have their fingers 
burnt, illustrating that investing in property is not 
without risk. 
 
Commercial property is an important asset class 
to consider as a way of spreading or diversifying 
risk within our investment portfolio.  
 
Generally, property is not highly correlated to the 
other three main asset classes, namely cash, 
fixed interest securities and equities. By this we 
mean that commercial property values tend to 
move independently of other assets and are not 
typically affected by what is going on in the stock 
markets. 
 
A commercial property investment will generate 
an income paid by the tenant in addition to the 
capital growth opportunity from the potential  
increase in the value of the property.  
 
The UK benefits greatly from a longer lease  
structure compared with Europe and the US.  
Typical lease length in a London office is  
generally between 10 and 15 years, while the  
average lease length across all of the UK is  
approximately 8 years. 
 
This is much longer than you would get from a 
residential property investment, where the length 
of the lease is typically six months to one year. 
 
This structure potentially offers more security  
relative to the returns offered by equities, as  
income is guaranteed at a set level for an  
extended period of time. 

Types of commercial property fund 
 
Commercial properties can cost millions of 
pounds to purchase or build and can command 
huge rental incomes, but in most cases they are 
impossible for small investors to buy outright.  
 
Therefore, for most of us, there are only two 
ways to gain exposure to commercial property 
as an investment. 
 
The first is to invest in a direct commercial  
property fund, often referred to as a ‘bricks and 
mortar” fund. These are collective investment 
funds where the fund directly owns a portfolio of 
commercial properties, including retail, office 
and industrial property. We buy units in the fund 
and the unit price reflects the capital value of the 
properties held in the fund plus the rental income 
received from these properties. 
 
The second is to invest in an indirect commercial 
property fund. These are also collective  
investment funds but the fund invests in shares 
of property companies that are listed on the 
stock exchange rather than directly into  
properties.  
 
For most of our clients, we recommend direct 
property funds in preference to indirect funds 
because the indirect funds do not have the same 
benefits of diversification as direct investment in 
property. This is because the unit price of  
indirect property funds tends to move up and 
down more in line with equity markets than with 
property values. 



The benefits of ‘bricks and mortar’ property 
funds 
 
As alluded to above, the rental income from  
investment into commercial property can be  
relatively secure in comparison to other asset 
classes because of factors like longer lease 
lengths and upward only rent reviews, which 
mean that the rental income tends to increase by 
at least the rate of inflation each year. 
 
Being able to invest in a fund also means that we 
do not have any of the hassle associated with 
property management. The fund manager has the 
responsibility to find tenants, invest in property in 
prime locations and negotiate lease lengths. 
 
Under normal trading conditions, we are also able 
to quickly buy and sell units in the fund even 
though property markets are highly illiquid  
compared to other assets such as cash, fixed  
interest securities and equities. 

The risks of ‘bricks and mortar’ property 
funds 
 
For a collective investment fund which invests in 
equities or fixed interest securities, there is no 
need to keep very much cash in the fund as the 
underlying assets can be bought and sold  
quickly through the financial markets. 
 
However, we all know from personal experience 
that buying and selling property can be a lengthy 
business. Therefore, in order to ensure that  
investors can realise their holding without delay, 
commercial property fund managers tend to 
keep approximately 10% to 20% of the fund in 
cash.  
 
Direct commercial property fund managers are 
able to suspend trading in the fund if there are 
‘exceptional circumstances.’ In other words, they 
can shut off making any payments to investors 
wishing to exit the fund. 
 
We are currently experiencing one of these 
‘exceptional circumstances’ in the light of the EU 
referendum as explained below. 
 
 
The EU referendum and its impact on UK di-
rect commercial property funds 
 
As a result of the U.K.’s decision to leave the 
European Union, some investors took a negative 
view on the prospects for UK commercial  
property, which led to a larger than usual  
number of investors wishing to sell their  
investment in property funds. 
 
The potential problem in this exceptional  
circumstance is that the liquid cash held within 
the property fund could be exhausted quickly, 
possibly forcing the fund manager into a fire-sale 
of properties, which would mean that they would 
not be able to realise their full value. Clearly, this 
would have a negative impact on those investors 
who wished to remain in the fund. 
 
Therefore, in order to protect the full value of the 
fund for the benefit of ongoing investors, UK 
commercial property fund managers have taken 
one of two decisions. 



What happens next? 
 
It is impossible for us to be confident at this stage of when the suspensions will be lifted. However, 
there are signs that nerves over the value of UK commercial property are easing. 
 
In the immediate aftermath of the EU referendum, Aberdeen Asset Management suspended their 
fund. They have subsequently reopened it, initially with a reduction in the unit price of 17%. This  
reduction has now been cut to 7%. Similarly, Legal & General have improved their unit price from a 
reduction of 15% to a reduction of 10%. We believe that these are positive signs. 
 
We will continue to monitor the situation closely and should you wish to discuss your situation further 
please do not hesitate to contact your Breed Elliott adviser. 



Market  Value at the 
start of 2016  

Current  
situation    Comments  

Interest Rates  
(BOE base 
rate) 

0.5% 0.5% at 
31.07.16 The Bank of England Base Rate remains at 0.5%. 

House Prices  
(Nationwide) 

House prices 
increased by 
4.5% in 2015 

The annual 
change in 

house prices 
is 5.2% at 
31.07.16 

  UK house prices increased by 0.5% in July.  

UK Share  
Prices  
(FTSE 100) 

6242.30 
6,724.43 

at the close on 
31.07.16 

 
The FTSE 100 continued to climb and increased by 
3.38% in July. 
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